Press release
Maxis to upgrade its backhaul network using Cambridge Broadband;
Alcatel-Lucent selected to manage entire upgrade project
Paris, Cambridge, Kuala Lumpur, February 12, 2007 –– Cambridge Broadband and Alcatel-Lucent
(Euronext Paris and NYSE: ALU) are providing Malaysian operator, Maxis, with a point-to-multipoint
backhaul network for its cellular networks. Deployment of Cambridge Broadband’s VectaStar
equipment is continuing throughout the first quarter of 2007 and the network is already operational
in the country’s capital of Kuala Lumpur.
VectaStar’s point-to-multipoint architecture allows the network to be easily managed and scaled for
very high data requirements, with each sector’s bandwidth being dynamically shared between its
cellular BTS/NodeBs. VectaStar’s traffic management techniques, including Abis, Iub and IP
optimization, provide considerable cost savings compared to alternate backhaul solutions, in both
the tail circuits and in aggregated traffic in the core network.
Maxis’ Chief Technology Officer, Rolf Marthinusen, said: “In view of the overwhelming success of
our high-speed data service, Maxis is upgrading its transmission network to accommodate expected
capacity requirements as a result of subscriber growth. We have been transporting live traffic on
our VectaStar network for more than a year, and are very impressed with its performance and
manageability.”
According to Paul Higgs, Vice President, Services Business Group at Alcatel-Lucent -- the prime
network integrator in this project -- the deployment has clearly illustrated the impact that a pointto-multipoint architecture and traffic optimization can have on cellular backhaul.
“We are very pleased to be combining our industry-leading project management and network
integration capabilities with Cambridge Broadband’s market-leading technology to serve Maxis,”
Higgs said.
Alcatel-Lucent’s responsibilities include working with Maxis and Cambridge Broadband to plan the
VectaStar network, together with equipment integration and the provision of technical support.
Maxis will be using the 3.5GHz, 10.5GHz and 26GHz frequency bands in its network. All three bands
can be used in a single VectaStar base station, making best use of the available radio spectrum.
Steve Greaves, Asia Pacific Vice-President at Cambridge Broadband, said: “We have been
collaborating strategically with Maxis over a considerable period of time, and their thorough testing
has contributed greatly to VectaStar’s continued improvement. Working with Alcatel-Lucent and
Maxis to deploy VectaStar has been a great achievement for all three parties, and we look forward
to continued expansion of the network.”

Maxis is Malaysia’s largest cellular network operator, with nearly 9 million subscribers for its
GSM900/1800 and WCDMA networks. The company is pioneering the use of advanced infrastructure
and services, including early-stage deployments of HSPA technology.
Cambridge Broadband, Maxis and Alcatel-Lucent will be present at the 3GSM World Congress in
Barcelona, from Feb. 12 to 15. Cambridge Broadband’s hospitality suite can be found in Hall 4,
Suite 4.3HS30. The Alcatel-Lucent hospitality suite will be located at 8A147-8A139 in hall 8.
About Alcatel-Lucent
Alcatel-Lucent (Euronext Paris and NYSE: ALU) provides solutions that enable service providers, enterprises and
governments worldwide, to deliver voice, data and video communication services to end-users. As a leader in fixed,
mobile and converged broadband networking, IP technologies, applications, and services, Alcatel-Lucent offers the endto-end solutions that enable compelling communications services for people at home, at work and on the move. With
operations in more than 130 countries, Alcatel-Lucent is a local partner with global reach. The company has the most
experienced global services team in the industry, and one of the largest research, technology and innovation organizations
in the telecommunications industry. Alcatel-Lucent achieved adjusted proforma revenues of Euro 18.3 billion in 2006 and
is incorporated in France, with executive offices located in Paris. [All figures exclude impact of activities to be
transferred to Thales]. For more information, visit Alcatel-Lucent on the Internet: http://www.alcatel-lucent.com
About Cambridge Broadband www.cambridgebroadband.com
Cambridge Broadband provides telecommunications operators with carrier-class wireless point-to-multipoint transmission
equipment. The company’s unique approach to backhaul means that its technology provides operators with a highly
compelling business case. To date, Cambridge Broadband’s products have been commercially deployed and technically
proven in more than 30 countries, and the company continues to expand into new geographical markets as wireless
networks become more widespread throughout the world. Privately-held, Cambridge Broadband has headquarters in
Cambridge, UK, with offices in Malaysia and South Africa and manufacturing facilities in China and the UK. The company is
rapidly growing and currently has approximately 100 employees, primarily in development.
About VectaStar
VectaStar is a highly flexible, scalable point-to-multipoint radio transmission system that can be used for 2G and 3G
cellular backhaul. WiMAX/WiFi/DSLAM backhaul and Enterprise access. VectaStar is the only transmission solution with
integrated Abis and lub optimization and dynamic statistical multiplexing to maximize the traffic that can be carried in
any given bandwidth. This provides operators with the most cost efficient use of their radio spectrum and gives substantial
operational and capital expenditure savings compared to leased line solutions. VectaStar’s additional advantages include
its superior capacity, range, service mix, spectral efficiency and built-in support for full redundancy. VectaStar seamlessly
supports E1/T1, IP and ATM transmission protocols, providing operators with a comprehensive range of service offerings
within a future proof platform. A single VectaStar base station support simultaneous operation in the licensed 3.5GHz,
10.5GHz and 26GHz (24.5-26.5GHz) spectrum bands.
About Maxis
The Maxis Group, headquartered in Malaysia with operations in India through subsidiary, Aircel Limited (“Aircel”), and
Indonesia through subsidiary, PT Natrindo Telepon Seluler (“NTS”), provides services to 12.7 million customers in the
region. Maxis is Malaysia’s top mobile and infotainment provider and the 6th largest public listed company (based on 30th
June 2006’s market capitalization). The company offers an exciting range of quality and innovative services on its mobile
and broadband infrastructure. Its leadership position is founded on the bedrock of high quality network and customer
services, extensive coverage, superior distribution and innovative services/ products. For more information, please visit
http://www.maxis.com.my/
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